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                Life is Brighter

                The Pursuit of Excellence

                Welcome to the Fusion website. Throughout our 30 year history Fusion has built its reputation on providing a breadth of products to electrical specifiers, wholesalers, contractors and end users.

                	+44 (0)1302 822833
	+44 (0)1302 875555
	info@fusion-lamps.co.uk
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                Lighting your World

                Welcome to the Deluce website. Throughout our 30 year history Deluce has built its reputation on providing a breadth of products to electrical specifiers, wholesalers, contractors and end users.
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	info@delucelighting.com
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                Welcome to the Levante website. Throughout our 30 year history Levante has built its reputation on providing a breadth of products to electrical specifiers, wholesalers, contractors and end users.

                	01302 765563
	01302 875555
	info@levante-products.com
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              Your First Contact

              The Pursuit of Excellence

              Welcome to the MCG website. Throughout our 30 year history MCG has built its reputation on providing a breadth of products to electrical specifiers, wholesalers, contractors and end users.
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	info@mcg.co.uk
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                The Pursuit of Excellence

                Welcome to the F4P website. Throughout our 30 year history F4P has built its reputation on providing a breadth of products to electrical specifiers, wholesalers, contractors and end users.

                	Commodity Essentials
	Cable and Fixing Accessories
	Installation Solutions
	Indoor and Outdoor Wiring
	Accessories and Fuses
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	01302 875555
	info@f4p-products.com
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